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K T Rama Rao, IT, Industries, Municipal Administration, Mines & Geology, and NRI Affairs Minister,
Telangana inaugurating the National Waste Management Summit, Hyderabad

When Hyderabad
Deliberated on Waste Management
In an endeavour to recognise Effective Waste Management as the need of the hour, the Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation (GHMC), Government of Telangana, along with Elets Technomedia Pvt Ltd organised a
national summit – ‘Innovation of Waste Management’ in Hyderabad.
The key subjects of discussions of conclave held in June, 2017 included Best Governance Practices of Waste
Management: Challenges & Opportunities, Moving Forward with Sustainable Waste Management, PPP Models in
Local Government Development and CSR in Waste Management, Wealth out of Waste: Redefining Waste
Management Scenario.
The deliberations centred around waste management cleanliness and waste management cleanliness and need
of sanitation and challenges, solutions, and initiatives.
Officials from Ministry, Municipal Administration and Urban Development, Industries, Environment, and top
officials across various departments of State Government along with foreign dignitaries participated in the event.
It served as a prominent platform for industry leaders and the exhibitors to highlight their special solutions.
During the event, KT Rama Rao, IT, Industries, Municipal Administration, Mines & Geology, & NRI Affairs
Minister, Telangana felicitated the leaders practicing the best innovation in waste management and sanitation.
The conference was a unique forum for knowledge sharing, networking, exploring opportunities for collaboration
and new business avenues, while setting the policy agenda to meet future challenges in waste management.
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We have launched a
programme of recognition
and rewarding. On the first
Saturday of every month, we
recognise the best workers
of the best corporations.
Today in a connected world,
comparisons are drawn with
the best of the world. We
also need private companies
to partner with us join hands
with us so that we segregate
the waste at the right
source.”

KT RAMA RAO

IT, Industries, Municipal
Administration, Mines &
Geology, and NRI Affairs
Minister

K T Rama Rao and other dignitaries unveiling the special issue of eGov magazine on Waste Management
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INAUGURAL SESSION

Dignitaries at the inaugural session

NAVIN MITTAL

V RADHA

Secretary, Municipal
Administration and Urban
Development
Government of Telangana

Joint Secretary,
Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation,
Government of India

“Waste Management is an extremely important activity in
urban governance, which has to be carried-out to make
life of the citizens prosperous as well as dignified.
Hyderabad has shown a tremendous performance
through programmes like ‘Swachh Auto Tippers’, ‘faecal
sludge treatment plant’, for other cities to follow, etc.”
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“Technologies have been chosen understanding the
capex-opex, geographical location etc, instead of
choosing something randomly or in private interest.
Technology, manpower, capacity building are the pillars
for making the polluter pay.”
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Session on Best Governance Practices of Waste Management: Challenges & Opportunities

TERESA BARRES
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S SIVASUBRAMANIAN

M NAGARAJAN

Counsellor for Agriculture and
Fisheries Food and Environment,
Embassy of Spain, New Delhi

Commissioner, Tirunelveli
City Municipal Corporation,
Government of Tamil Nadu

Deputy Commissioner, Surat
Municipal Corporation and CEO,
Surat Smart City Development
Limited (SSCDL)

“Prevention is the cheapest way to
manage waste. Market placing of
product, its reuse and use, and
production of waste, are similar to
promoting jobs, promoting
economy, promoting selfemployment, and promoting
services. Similarly, inspection,
monitoring, control and penalty are
equally important.”

“We’ve engaged our staffs in
‘source segregation’. We’ve asked
all the organisations, religious
bodies, etc, to do source
segregation on their own. We
don’t collect from corporate
sectors. Now, the bulk generators
have started to reduce and reuse
the waste.”

“Surat has the reputation of being
one of the cleanest city in the
country. It ranked fourth in the
Swachh Survekshan-2017. We
give grants to societies who are
managing their own waste
through ‘Anudan’ scheme. We
have around 1,000 waste
energy projects.
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DR B JANARDHAN REDDY

Commissioner, Greater
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation
(GHMC)

Group Head, Quality and
Operations, Apollo Hospitals

GOURAV LORIA

DR S CHANDRASEKHAR

“Everyday, the quantity of garbage
collected is increasing due to an
improved system. A major
contribution GHMC has made is
removing the bins from the streets,
so that the garbage is collected
from door-to-door and taken to the
transfer station after which, it is
shifted to the bigger lorry. Almost
500 lorries are plying everyday.”

“Healthcare requires top
management commitment—its
understanding on segregation and
its effect on society. Continuous
monitoring is the key to sustenance
to ensure what we want to
implement, gets implemented.”

“The Solid Waste Management
Rules-2016 should be strictly
implemented so that the
technologists can play a role. If all
the organic waste generated in
India could be converted into
compost and biogas, the latter can
replace the LPG.”

Director
CSIR--IICT
Government of India

MOVING FORWARD WITH SUSTAINABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT

Speakers discussing sustainable waste management methods
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AMIT SHARMA

B KALYAN CHAKRAVARTHY
Director General, Environment
Protection Training and Research
Institute (EPTRI), Hyderabad

Advisor – Clean India Mission
(Swachh Bharat), European
Business and Technology Centre
(EBTC)

“I believe, anything done with
passion—in the country, any State,
any Municipal Corporations—will
convey results. The basic
fundamental would be to reduce
the waste; recycling the waste,
reuse of the waste, and recovery of
the waste—to produce a sustainable
energy out of waste.”

“EPTRI has made mandatory for all
the commercial complexes that it
cannot discharge waste but recycle,
implementing bio-digesters that will
help in the conservation of
environment in the long run.”

“We have made a cluster model to
promote technologies, solutions,
research case studies of academic
institutions—put up on our website.
For instance, if Hyderabad is
looking for a problem to a solution,
on the basis of the problem
identified, we channelise and
facilitate an appropriate solution,
case studies and initiate dialogue
between authorities.”

Regional Director, Survey & Land
Records, Government of Jammu
and Kashmir

SAURAV AGRAWAL

HEMANTH KUMAR

G N Murthy

Head-Business
Development, Automotive
Environmental Solutions

“We have tie-ups with as many national and international
companies that specialises on waste management. We
work in collaboration with them by bringing in our
networking and solution to facilitate the service.”
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General Manager
ITC Ltd

“We have identified a lot of sustainable model that
brings solution on the waste management with an
objective to establish better environment, better hygiene
and reduce landfills.”
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Discussion on Public Private Partnerships projects

RAVNEET CHEEMA

K N HEMANTH KUMAR

Commissioner, Dehradun
Municipal Corporation,
Government of Uttarakhand

“PPP model can be helpful in terms
of revenue generation, decreasing
the burden on the Government and
urban local bodies, but everything
should be put in papers before
carrying out any PPP projects.”

HARI CHANDANA DASARI

Manager, Energy Efficiency
Services Ltd (EESL)

Commissioner, Central Zone,
GHMC, Government of Telangana

“We are an agency tasked with
implementing energy efficient
projects across India. In partnership
with the GHMC, we’ve launched
Ujala Scheme, an MoU was signed to
carry-out LED programme through
self-help groups. We are putting-up/
replacing around 8 lakh street lights
in the city of Telangana which is
probably one of the most number of
street lights put up globally.”
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“The biggest takeaway from the
National Waste Management
Summit for all of us is the lesson
that anything can be achieved
through collaborative effort and
trust along with sharing ideas and
experiences in order to succeed in
any holistic approach.”
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WEALTH OUT OF WASTE :
REDEFINING WASTE
MANAGEMENT SCENARIO

Session on waste-to-energy

DR D K BEHERA

Senior Environment Scientist,
Odisha State Pollution Control
Board, Government of Odisha

“If looked at the waste management scenario in the
country, barring few Smart Cities where things are
progressing really well, many urban bodies are not
undertaking the initiative. There’s a situation: the urban
bodies complain about the lack of adequate funds.”
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CHALLA KODANDARAM

Hon’ble Justice, High Court of Judicature,
Telangana & Andhra Pradesh

“The Government, instead of spending resource on
advertisements, should focus on uplifting innovations that
actually introduces solutions to the problems of waste
management.”
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Host Partner

Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation

Presenting Partner

Host Partner

Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation

Presenting Partner
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